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FaIR EVa: Bringing institutional 
multidisciplinary repositories into 
the FaIR picture
Fernando aguilar Gómez  1,3 ✉ & Isabel Bernal  2,3

the FaIR Principles are a set of good practices to improve the reproducibility and quality of data in 
an Open Science context. Different sets of indicators have been proposed to evaluate the FAIRness 
of digital objects, including datasets that are usually stored in repositories or data portals. However, 
indicators like those proposed by the Research Data alliance are provided from a high-level 
perspective that can be interpreted and they are not always realistic to particular environments 
like multidisciplinary repositories. This paper describes FAIR EVA, a new tool developed within the 
European Open Science Cloud context that is oriented to particular data management systems like 
open repositories, which can be customized to a specific case in a scalable and automatic environment. 
It aims to be adaptive enough to work for different environments, repository software and disciplines, 
taking into account the flexibility of the FAIR Principles. As an example, we present DIGITAL.CSIC 
repository as the first target of the tool, gathering the particular needs of a multidisciplinary institution 
as well as its institutional repository.

Introduction
The four FAIR Principles1 (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable) are oriented to promote Open 
Science practices, stimulating collaboration among scientists from different disciplines. Many institutions, 
research performing and research funding organizations are trying to adopt the principles to make their sci-
entific production transparent, find new ways to develop knowledge and accelerate the making of global and 
interconnected information infrastructure. Far from being a mere fashionable trend, intergovernmental insti-
tutions and research funders like the European Commission are including specific requirements related to the 
FAIR principles in their agendas. For instance, since Horizon2020 Programme, a growing number of projects 
have been requested to prepare a complete Data Management Plan based on the EC template, which requires 
specific details on how the data will be FAIR. Furthermore, within the context of the European Open Science 
Cloud (EOSC), a specific “FAIR Working Group” aimed at providing recommendations on the implementation 
of Open and FAIR practices for researchers in Europe2. This group has released different documents including 
recommendations on how to adopt and implement the FAIR principles in research data and research objects 
in general. The activities from this working group are being extended within the EOSC Association thanks to 
the FAIR Metrics and Data Quality Task Force3. The report Turning FAIR into a Reality4 already mentioned the 
need for metrics and tools to measure FAIRness while another significant recommendation called for avoiding 
reinventing the wheel since there have been different initiatives working on extending the four FAIR Principles 
to be applied in real research world. For instance, FAIRmetrics5 emerged in close connection with one of the 
earlier tools, the FAIR Evaluation Services, and other broadly known FAIR data metrics and related criteria have 
been defined within the context of the Research Data Alliance (RDA), in particular, the FAIR Data Maturity 
Model Working Group. In 2019 this group released a set of FAIR criteria6 to be fulfilled by research objects like 
datasets, and it should be the starting point to define any new FAIR metrics as they develop a common set of 
core assessment criteria for FAIRness. However, this field is evolving continuously and some revisions will need 
to be done frequently.

Based on the FAIR indicators, there are already evaluation methods and tools providing an estimation on 
how FAIR a given digital object is7. The Science enterprise is complex and different disciplines have different 
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ways to implement the FAIR Principles and related indicators. Therefore, most of those tools and underlying 
metrics have focused on solving the problems from a specific domain, or they are too generalist to provide a 
concrete set of results that allows understanding the actual FAIRness level. There have been several attempts to 
analyze differences and similarities among such tools and metrics8,9.

In this dynamic landscape, one of the most problematic -and to a great extent neglected- environments 
to apply these tools is the one populated with institutional and multidisciplinary repositories. Large national 
research-intensive institutions like the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC from now on) group multiple 
research centres from many different disciplines, which adopt best practices in terms of data management. 
However, this can be a problem since not every single discipline understands the same about FAIR Principles 
and holds different views as to the best way to manage research data. At the same time, institutional multidis-
ciplinary repositories have a long life record and were born in the early days of the Open Access movement. In 
general, they have diversified their agendas and services over time as Open Science has taken root globally. In 
addition, institutional repositories are bound by several international and national guidelines and good practices 
that aim to foster harmonization, standardization and interoperability. Amongst well-known guidelines in this 
respect, it is worth mentioning COAR Community Framework for Good Practices in Repositories10, OpenAire 
Guidelines for Repositories11 and BASE Golden Rules for Repository Managers12, to name but a few. This paper 
presents FAIR EVA (Evaluator, Validator & Advisor), a developed solution that takes into account the actual 
way of working of institutional repositories so that assessing compliance with FAIR Principles results in a useful 
exercise. This is a gap that EOSC FAIR Working Groups are already aware of and suggest taking into account13. 
This paper describes the first target of FAIR EVA tool, namely, that of focusing on multidisciplinary repositories, 
without neglecting opportunities to adapt it to other scenarios.

Another potential problem is the continuous and exponential growth of not only data but also other research 
outputs and digital objects like software which are also worthy of being included in such assessments. In addi-
tion, as a research project evolves new versions of a given output may get published and so do associated meta-
data and supplementary materials, meaning that their FAIRness degree may change, too. Although there are 
some manual services to measure the FAIRness level14,15, their use is discouraged since they can not address 
the evaluation of many digital objects quickly. On the contrary, automatic tools should be capable of providing 
a set of measurements or results based on the provided indicators, showing how FAIR principles can be better 
adopted. The aforementioned EOSC FAIR Working Group suggests not recommending only one tool, but trying 
to compare in order to identify biases and take into account specific contexts. For example, the FAIR evaluation 
services16 execute a set of metrics to give a result on how FAIR a given dataset is or else, which criteria are cor-
rectly fulfilled and which are not and why, thus providing guidelines for improvement.

The final goal of adopting the FAIR Principles and producing FAIR data and other research products is to 
enhance their re-usability, stimulate interdisciplinary research and promote Open Science by providing more 
transparency on the way science is conducted. Open Science has proved as the way to make Science more effi-
ciently and faster to yield results. Although it could be improved17, the pandemic of COVID-19 has shown that 
Open Science practices can incentivize and facilitate the collaboration and the finding of solutions for given 
problems. Data portals and computing infrastructures of information sharing have been appearing to help scien-
tist face this global problem. The terms Open Science and FAIR data are still pretty new for quite many research-
ers in the global community, and awareness-raising, capacity building and training are still very much needed to 
enable a systemic change. FAIRness assessment tools that provide feedback and tips on how specific metrics or 
indicators can be improved can help researchers be more aware of the importance of data management and how 
to adopt FAIR Principles to their research field. Furthermore, FAIRness assessment tools can be instrumental for 
repository administrators and repository software developers to identify technological gaps. The tool presented 
here combines these expected features of being automatic, scalable, educational and supportive in order to ena-
ble deeper compliance of FAIR Principles in the reality of scientific institutional and disciplinary repositories.

Goals
This paper aims to present the main characteristics of FAIR EVA, a new service-oriented to provide feedback for 
researchers, repositories administrators and developers in order to let them know the current level of FAIRness 
of digital objects. The goal is to provide a tool flexible enough to be adapted to different types of repositories and 
researcher profiles, as well as make available mechanisms for specific systems like institutional repositories to 
evaluate the FAIRness of their digital objects within their own institutional context.

In particular, this tool has been developed taking into account the context and reality of CSIC18, the largest 
public research performing organization in the country and the 5th research organization with more European 
Commission funded H2020 actions, comprised of staff over 12,000 people, 120 research centres and institutes 
across 3 broad research areas (Life, Matter and Society), about 1,500 research groups and 35 institutional inter-
disciplinary thematic platforms, as well as the context of its institutional repository DIGITAL.CSIC which 
organizes, describes and opens access to institutional research outputs. Starting from this well-known data ser-
vice will facilitate the adaptation of FAIR EVA to other production environments.

FAIR EVA aims at enabling a system that implements the FAIR principles and indicators technically to sup-
port different types of users. Figure 1 summarizes the variety of expected users and potential benefits for each of 
them. In particular, this work focuses on two profiles: Repository administrators and data producers. Based on 
two datasets published on DIGITAL.CSIC, one with good adoption of FAIR principles and another with poor 
performance, we demonstrate how FAIR EVA can help repository managers identify technical features to be 
added, policies to be improved, and learn about the level of alignment of different datasets hosted in the reposi-
tory infrastructure. On the other hand, through FAIR EVA data producers receive specific recommendations to 
improve each of the metrics in a user friendly manner and learn hands on about the close relationship between 
FAIR principles and the description of their datasets.
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technical implementation of FaIR indicators. Currently, the best-agreed set of FAIR indicators has 
been produced by the RDA FAIR Data Maturity Model WG6, composed of several hundreds researchers and 
professionals from diverse disciplines. Furthermore, the creation of these indicators addressing the four FAIR 
Principles has been an open and transparent process involving volunteers glad to collaborate. Every single indi-
cator has been defined and discussed on GitHub issues, since this system allows to track all related comments, 
proposals and requests. The final document includes 41 indicators to measure the principles of Findability, 
Accessibility, Interoperability and Re-usability and they are divided into three levels of importance: Essential, 
Important and Useful. It is important to note that the descriptions of the indicators have a marked high-level 
perspective to provide flexibility in their implementation. This Working Group output assumes that “Certain 
indicators may be less important or even irrelevant to some, less data-intensive disciplinary communities. Still, it 
is essential that different scholarly fields have equal chances to comply with the FAIR indicators”6. This means that 
the framework has been provided with a descriptive purpose rather than a prescriptive intention, and therefore 
the metrics can be implemented with a certain grade of interpretability. Furthermore, the priorities themselves 
may vary depending on the context of the community or the character of the data repository involved.

All these characteristics fit well with the goals of the tool we describe in the paper and serve as motivation 
to use such indicators as our basis. In fact, the FAIR EVA tool has been designed to start working by a generic 
technical implementation of the specific metrics but is ready to be adapted to particular systems like institutional 
repositories or disciplinary data portals through plug-ins that balance the metrics, their importance or the indi-
cators for any case. Every indicator can be balanced with specific weights. The default configuration matches the 
RDA levels of importance (namely, essential, important and useful) with x2, x1.5 and x1 in value to give more 
weight to more important indicators. Last but not the least, during the process to design, test and iterate our tool 
we have drawn some suggestions for refinement and improvement for consideration by the teams behind RDA 
FAIR Data Maturity Model and DSpace development (as our pilot implementation has been upon DIGITAL.
CSIC, a DSpace based repository), which we further elaborate in another section of this paper.

At technical level, FAIR EVA translates from indicators to automatic tests, and some examples of the types of 
implemented technical verifications can be found in Fig. 2.

FaIR EVa to assist to produce FaIR data. On the one hand, many scientists do not share their data for 
many reasons19 and those who create mature-enough data to be shared do not usually receive proper credit. On 
the other hand, institutional repositories tend to have multi-level agendas that include the set-up and mainte-
nance of different types of services to different types of users, and compliance with FAIR Principles is becoming 
another service. Furthermore, the full adoption of the FAIR Principles requires a set of skills in data management 
and Information Technologies as well as specific technical implementations in the software solution used by a 
given repository. In addition, some research disciplines are well acquainted with data-driven techniques, methods 
and tools in their daily work, whereas others are lagging behind for a full host of reasons20.

Therefore, it may be difficult for some disciplines to be aware of the importance of data reuse and, when they 
realize it, they often face a significant learning curve. Against this background, one of the objectives of FAIR 
EVA is not only to measure the current FAIRness level of digital objects located in repositories but also facilitate 
guidelines for data creators and repository administrators to improve them through feedback and tips. This 
means that FAIR EVA can mitigate some gaps of knowledge regarding data and metadata quality, supporting 
data producers to better align with FAIR good practices as well as facilitate data sharing.

automatic and scalable. The research data produced every year is constantly growing. Disciplines like 
Astrophysics or Environmental Sciences produce PBs of data yearly. Only in 2019, ESA’s Copernicus program 
with its Sentinel satellites produced 7.54 PBs of data21 and this number is increasing every year. Also, many 
research data collections are dynamic data with regular enhancements and changes, which may prompt the need 

Fig. 1 Potential benefits for different types of users of FAIR EVA.
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for new FAIRness assessments. Due to the volume of the research data created every year and the versioning of 
data collections the evaluation of FAIRness of digital objects requires to be automated, with machine-actionable 
features that assess certain characteristics without human intervention. Furthermore, a system evaluating FAIR 
needs to be designed to be responsive to a peak of requests, which means that it needs to be modular and scal-
able. The tool presented in this work aims to support both characteristics, and its architecture is designed to 
automatically provide a result based on a modular system. In particular, the interface module is separated from 
the backend module, which is packaged in a docker image22 that can be replicated and parallelized when needed.

Thus, the ultimate goal of the system is to provide information on how to improve the research products and 
digital objects’ FAIRness. This means that, in large institutions like CSIC, the number of potential users can be 
high, and scalability solutions need to be provided. In this case, the application is packaged in a Docker image, 
that can be easily deployed and pre-configured, so new instances can be created when needed. For example, 
when a usage peak is detected, a new instance of the processing module can be deployed to increase the sys-
tem capacity. Furthermore, in order to check that everything works as expected a set of tests are defined and 
whenever a new version of FAIR EVA is released, everything is checked within a Jenkins Pipeline23. This type of 
pipelines is oriented to automatize different procedures to ensure the software capacity and reliability, executing 
different checks in terms of coding style, automatic testing, integration status and licensing24.

Factoring repository characteristics and European Open Science Cloud context. The FAIR 
Principles are generic and adaptable to any discipline, but there are some particularities to take into account for 
some scientific fields. The FAIR indicators provided by the RDA FAIR Maturity Model WG aim to explain what 
needs to be measured to assess the FAIRness of a digital object and give some tips for implementation. However, 
while more and more discipline specifics are being taken into account in different initiatives (SSHOC25, ELIXIR26, 
ENVRI27…) discussion around existing FAIR enabling technologies in different repository software solutions has 
not made equal progress.

Research data and repositories already existed before the FAIR Principles and while some FAIR-related 
recommendations are strongly internalized in their way of functioning and properties (e.g. minting persistent 
identifiers to deposited objects, using metadata schemes and vocabularies to describe them in a standard form, 
promoting access securing such objects are findable and indexed by external databases and service providers 
through widely used protocols like OAI-PMH, etc.) other FAIR recommendations may turn out to be partially 
unachievable within certain institutional or scientific disciplines frameworks. For example, different systems 
for storing research data may have specific characteristics which can not be easily adaptable to particular rec-
ommendations of the FAIR Principles. Therefore, in order to be compliant with such principles and associated 
indicators, institutional repositories need to be capable of adapting them to specific metrics on their reality and 
context, being realistic and fair with what they can ensure.

In parallel, it is noteworthy to keep in mind that whereas there is a clear promotion of compliance with FAIR 
Principles within the EOSC ecosystem there is not to date any obligation to score in any specific way or through 
any specific FAIR assessment tool to be eligible to participate in EOSC as a data provider. There exists a clear 
framework of EOSC Rules for Participation28 that delineate governance, openness and transparency, research 
integrity, terms and conditions and technical issues and where FAIR considerations are expressed as follows: 

Fig. 2 Based on one digital object, examples of what FAIR EVA checks within its list of tests.
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“Regarding metrics and certification, it is not expected that any particular threshold of FAIRness is required to 
be met across all the data in EOSC, where disciplinary norms differ widely. However, the EOSC FAIR princi-
ples shall be applied so that a potential data reuser can assess the FAIRness of the data under consideration”28. 
Whereas this approach is flexible enough to avoid potential biases, it may also generate a certain degree of uncer-
tainty about what the acceptable minimum FAIR threshold may be. To address this ambiguity the EOSC has put 
forward the above mentioned task force3 aiming at implementing the proposed FAIR metrics by assessing their 
applicability across research communities and testing a range of tools to enable uptake. By promoting different 
activities such as workshops or hackathons, the “FAIR Metrics and Data Quality” Task Force has detected that 
given the same research product, different tools return widely different results because of independent inter-
pretations of the FAIR principles, indicators or metrics, as well as the data or metadata being gathered. One 
of the outcomes of this FAIR Metrics Task Force is to propose ways of ensuring that the metadata provision 
is exactly the same for the different tools. This is essential to obtain similar results across different tools, since 
they are obtaining the same data and metadata to assess. One of the already available technologies to provide 
metadata is Signposting29, an unambiguous approach to expose the metadata of a repository landing page in a 
machine-readable manner. This means that the landing page does not need to be interpreted, but the contained 
information is provided unambiguously.

Taking into account the different stakeholders and potential users for a given FAIR assessment tools, making 
tools comparable is very relevant specially for funders. An agnostic and unambiguous way to determine the level 
of FAIRness is essential, but having an universal and generic way to check across disciplines and applications 
is really challenging. Apart from obtaining exactly the same data and metadata as the FAIR Metrics Task Force 
suggests, well-documented details on how the Principles have been interpreted and implemented is necessary. 
Therefore, FAIR EVA approach suggests to exploit semantics technology to describe the different implemented 
tests and relationships among Principles, metrics, indicators and even tests run by other tools.

FAIR EVA has been built to measure the FAIRness of digital objects themselves, but also to evaluate how 
well FAIR is supported in a particular infrastructure. Most data repositories are rapidly evolving and adopt-
ing new technologies and features (such as the above mentioned Signposting and ResourceSync), and some 
consensus has been reached to include generic characteristics, like a set of guiding principles to demonstrate 
digital repository trustworthiness. In this regard, the TRUST Principles (Transparency, Responsibility, User 
focus, Sustainability and Technology)30 look for a balance between a set of properties and services that will 
ensure FAIRness and preservation alike. Furthermore, specific characteristics for repositories to go FAIR have 
been already identified31 such as the capacity to mint persistent identifiers or offering Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) to enable machine-actionable services. However, institutional repositories are ruled by organ-
izations that may require some restrictions in terms of access to their infrastructure due to security issues, and 
therefore enabling some of such features may be problematic. That is why, although it is recommendable to 
adopt generic features and interoperable protocols, assessing the performance of FAIR metrics needs to be done 
by taking into account the specific repository context, so as to provide well-balanced results for its institution 
or community.

Comparison with other tools. There have already been several attempts to explore in-depth differences 
in approaches and methodologies when it comes to execution, measurements and scoring of existing FAIRness 
tools, thus opening the discussion about the need for raising more awareness on diverging scoring different tools 
may produce and find ways for closer interoperability and standardization across them. In this regard, one of 
the earliest attempts was conducted by RDA FAIR Data Maturity Model WG in 2019 to provide a landscaping 
analysis of existing approaches related to FAIR self-assessment tools (both manual self-assessment and automated 
tools)32. More recently, “A comprehensive comparison of automated FAIRness Evaluation Tools”33 has focused 
on a systematic evaluation of current automated FAIRness evaluators, with concrete suggestions for improving 
their quality and usability, and highlighting the challenges that these tools pose for their right contextualization, 
interpretation and adoption. Thus, this paper suggests that given their different coverage, metrics implementation 
and emphases, transparency and clarity towards potential users should been enhanced to secure wide usability. 
Furthermore, under the EOSC-Synergy context the Deliverable 3.534 includes a comparison at technical level 
among the list of automatic FAIR assessment tools available at that moment. This analysis contributes to propose 
new ways and solutions to facilitate the matching among different tools, in order to obtain comparable results and 
smoothen potential biases.

The above mentioned study33 identified several differences across tools regarding aspects such as transpar-
ency in implementation, user friendliness of scoring display and support documentation after running tests. 
By way of illustration, an outstanding feature of the FAIR Evaluator tool is its community-driven framework 
and its scalability to create and publish a new collection of Maturity Indicators (MIs) to meet domain-related 
and community-defined requirements of being FAIR. Also, whereas FAIR Evaluator publication of its MIs and 
metric tests in a public Git repository are efforts in favour of transparency in implementation and user under-
standing FAIR Checker tool35 mostly focuses on generating final test results (pass or not pass). Focus degree 
on specific indicators and metrics may also vary across tools greatly. For instance, it may be stated that F-UJI 
tool36 has comprehensive metrics for Reusability, while the FAIR Evaluator focuses on the Interoperability. F-UJI 
requires that the relationship properties that specify the relation between data and its related entities have to be 
explicit in the metadata and uses pre-defined metadata schemas (e.g., “RelatedIdentifier” and “RelationType” in 
DataCite Metadata Schema). Compared to F-UJI, the FAIR Evaluator has a broader requirement for acceptable 
qualified relationship properties by including numerous ontologies which include richer relationships.

For its part, the EOSC synergy deliverable 3.5 compares the set of indicators implemented by automatic tools, 
mapping the tests with specific FAIR principles to define which of them can be compared. Table 1 is included 
in the deliverable and based on the Principles and subprinciples, it exposes which of them are addressed by the 
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list of automatic tools. Furthermore, the Annex I from the deliverable details different aspects about the tools, 
like the code availability, running services, license, type of reporting, type of outputs and the community behind 
the tools.

FaIR EVa contribution. Against this background, FAIR EVA was conceived as an automated tool with the 
value added service to be able to run tests and score FAIR Principles compliance through a predefined system of 
plug-ins. The vision was that every single plug-in may be customized as needed, for example, to support specific 
FAIR metrics/indicators and/or specific technical features of data repositories. From the outset it was clear that 
the one size-fits-all approach would not help everyone within the varied community of data infrastructures in 
order to measure and improve their FAIRness and therefore, the idea to develop a tool that could be easily tailored 
to the specifics of each of such data infrastructure seemed a promising path. Although this community-driven 
approach has been adopted by other tools like the FAIR Evaluator, the innovative contribution of FAIR EVA lies 
in its plug-in-based architecture, which is capable of adapting to different ways of data and metadata gathering. 
In this context, it was decided to start building the tool through a pilot implementation on top of DIGITAL.CSIC 
multidisciplinary repository, given the presence of a number of FAIR supporting functionalities on its infrastruc-
ture (e.g. open and standardised interoperability protocols, a large collection of open access data objects with 
PIDs, use of metadata standards and some controlled vocabularies etcetera). In addition, it was deemed a good 
opportunity to explore in full detail specific features in multidisciplinary data repositories when the few previ-
ous automated tools tended to rather focus on domain specific repositories/communities. Last but not the least, 
another distinctive feature of FAIR EVA is its capability to adjust to a given repository implementation, that is to 
say, by taking into account its specific metadata guidelines and recommendations, policies and advanced func-
tionalities when running the tests: indeed, the underlying incentive of this pilot project was to build a new institu-
tional service on top of an existing repository as it is of little use to have a tool that a priori demands the existence 
of this or that technical/metadata property if such property is not available on the repository infrastructure as a 
result of its own nature, policies and/or software. It is this scalable and modular nature, on the one hand, and this 
specific repository service oriented approach, on the other hand, what we find as an additional contribution to 
the landscape of existing automated tools.

In summary, FAIR EVA proposes a set of advances from the state of the art, providing a flexible system to 
adapt to different contexts. First of all, the architecture of FAIR EVA enables a scalable solution to assess several 
digital objects or datasets, adapting to the growing volume of research products. Secondly, FAIR EVA is intended 
to be adaptable thanks to its plug-in system, which allows the customization of connection to different types 
of data systems or repositories as well as the re-implementation of base metrics, the redefinition of indicators, 
the extension of tests, the configuration of specific data characteristics or metadata terms and the definition of 
weights in the metrics, thus taking into account the reality of different scientific domains and multidisciplinary 
repositories. Further, this customization is extensible to feedback to users, so that any data system can tailor the 
information provided to their specific users. Thirdly, the objective of FAIR EVA as an advisor is to guide data 
producers to improve the quality of their data as well as support repository managers to improve the service 
provided. Finally, FAIR EVA makes available technical solutions that have been developed as ontologies and 
semantics to facilitate the comparisons with other existing automated tools. These features are not addressed by 
any other tool, and are relevant to adapt to modern data contexts like the EOSC, where the Open Science para-
digm is adapted and the amount of research products are growing exponentially.

Methods
taking into account the institutional environment: No repository is an island. FAIR EVA is a 
development that falls under EOSC-Synergy37 agenda to support FAIRness in participating data repositories 
including DIGITAL.CSIC as well as thematic services representing different scientific disciplines and data sys-
tems. Likewise, this tool nicely fits within DIGITAL.CSIC strategy around research data management: the repos-
itory collection policy included research data amongst accepted research outputs in 2010 and there has been a 
gradual adoption of related value-added services ever since. This path is common amongst institutional reposito-
ries that have broadened their focus from management of peer-reviewed publications solely to a fuller spectrum 
of institutional outputs. In such transformation, this new type of output joins an infrastructure designed from its 
inception to manage works from different disciplines and with a primary focus on providing their access. This leg-
acy mission determines the choice of agnostic metadata schemes such as DCMI and DataCite, which are indeed 
the most widely used metadata formats used by data repositories according to Re3data38 (with 433 repositories 
reporting to use Dublin Core and 262 using DataCite at time of writing this paper). Another legacy characteristic 
revolves around the emphasis of such repositories on labelling their outputs concerning compliance with different 
types of open access policies, both institutional and third parties. Last but not least, repository software legacy 

F1 F2 F3 F4 A1 A1.1 A1.2 A2 I1 I2 I3 R1 R1.1 R1.2 R1.3

F.EVA Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

F-UJI Y Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y

FES Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N

F.Enough Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N

F.Checker Y Y N N N Y N N Y Y Y N Y Y Y

Table 1. Overview of the FAIR Principles being assessed by five different automated FAIR assessment tools34 .
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issues are also key to keep in mind, given that as a rule of practice most institutional repositories are projects that 
have been born by the initiative of the library community within their institutions and given the long record of 
budget and human resources constraints faced by them a common approach has been to maximize on the infra-
structure and resources already put in place. DIGITAL.CSIC was first installed on DSpace in 2008 and is currently 
running on DSpace CRIS v5.10.

Amongst data services, DIGITAL.CSIC joined DataCite in 2016, which has allowed DOI assignation to over 
12,000 research data and other non-traditional outputs (such as research software, and preprints). In paral-
lel, DIGITAL.CSIC team launched a training programme around research data management in 2015 for the 
institutional community and the repository received the “Data Seal of Approval” certification at the closing of 
2015. Awareness raising and support to the institutional community have also been channelled through other 
means, notably through the upskilling of CSIC libraries professionals; the elaboration of guidelines and good 
practices; and the participation in several initiatives that promote the upgrade of data as primary research out-
puts. Research data services in DIGITAL.CSIC have been on the rise over the last years due to the multiplication 
of data related funders and publishers policies. Demands to use the institutional repository as data provider in 
some EOSC thematic infrastructures have also contributed to paying further attention to other aspects around 
research data management.

Further, CSIC issued its institutional Open Access mandate on April 1, 201939, exactly 14 years after the insti-
tutional signing of the Berlin Declaration. This mandate falls under the so-called green mandates as it requires 
institutional researchers to deposit the metadata of their peer-reviewed publications and underlying datasets 
into DIGITAL.CSIC. As far as research data are concerned, the institutional mandate explicitly refers to data that 
supplement peer-reviewed publications and emphasizes that data have to be FAIR. Annual monitoring about 
compliance with institutional mandate40 shows high rates of performance as regards peer-reviewed publications 
obligations however research data-related policy requirements are still far from full alignment.

FAIR EVA comes to enrich this state of things by providing both DIGITAL.CSIC administrators and data 
creators with a tool to assess the degree of alignment with FAIR principles recommendations. On the one hand, 
the FAIR EVA is a powerful tool for repository administrators to easily identify those FAIR indicators yielding 
lower scores and prioritize them in the repository technological and training agenda. On the other hand, the tool 
provides data creators with clear tips to improve the description of their data.

Therefore, FAIR EVA can bring the following benefits to different constituencies actively engaged in research 
data management:

 1. For repository’s administrators

•	 Identification of pending technical integrations to make FAIR Principles across all collections in the 
repository

•	 Identification of aspects in the description of a specific dataset that require further attention by the 
administrators and/or data creators

•	 A tool to analyze differences in the degree of compliance with the FAIR Principles and indicators across 
research domains. The possibility to compare these differences are quite useful for multidisciplinary data 
repositories as they face the major challenge of securing common functionalities for the management of 
digital contents while offering incremental support for specific features related to disciplines

•	 A practical way to market and showcase the infrastructure as a valid and trustworthy amongst its com-
munity of users

•	 A tool to refine repository’s policies and improve the alignment of the repository with all relevant recom-
mendations for research data description and data repository management

 2. For data creators/researchers

•	 A quick way to find out whether their datasets are documented sufficiently as to enable findability, acces-
sibility, interoperability and reusablity and what to improve

•	 An easy to use tool that help data creators raise their awareness about the importance of their data to be 
FAIR

•	 A quick way to find out what support a given repository is offering to make FAIR Principles work in 
practice

•	 An evidence based assessment that can be attached to projects final reports and other related deliverables

 3. For data creators institutions, funders and publishers

•	 An evidence based assessment about the degree of compliance with their research data policies and/or 
mandates

•	 A tool to help them decide whether a specific collection of datasets is FAIR enough to be referenced and 
showcased to the broader community

 4. For repository software developers

•	 A tool to identify potential developments on the code for closer alignment with FAIR Principles
•	 A practical way to further engage with the community behind the promotion and realization of FAIR 

indicators Since FAIR EVA pilot implementation went live on top of DIGITAL.CSIC in 2022 we have 
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observed that the tool has been mostly used by the repository administrators to identify most pressing 
technical needs so as to better align with FAIR principles and recommendations, and put in place a work-
plan in this respect. Also, the tool has been used by institutional data librarians to give further support 
to their researchers, via one to one support actions and via dedicated training to their users. Last but 
not the least, a growing number of institutional researchers have referred to FAIR EVA tool in their data 
management plans as a new service in the institution for them to more easily comply with FAIR related 
requirements as established by several funders (e.g. Horizon Europe and Horizon2020 calls and Spain’s 
State Agency for Research).

Research Data alliance Indicators implementation in FaIR EVa. As above mentioned, RDA FAIR 
Data Maturity Indicators were selected to automate the scoring of FAIR Principles compliance in FAIR EVA tool 
given their broad acceptance in the global community, their collaborative and transparent nature and flexibility 
to implement. These indicators have been implemented taking into account the context of DIGITAL.CSIC repos-
itory as first running example.

As already explained, the goal of FAIR EVA is not only to provide a rating or percentage of FAIRness of a 
digital object but also guide researchers and repository administrators to improve compliance. This is done by 
explaining the problems found for any specific metric during the assessment, and by linking to a particular 
training or providing details on what is missing and what can be added to improve scoring. The user perception 
is very relevant, and feedback mechanisms are enabled to establish direct communication. The Table 2 includes 
a list of selected RDA indicators, how they are implemented and what feedback is generated together with a link 
to the full details in the documentation41. Further, FAIR EVA tool proposes a layering system, based on a generic 
implementation that can be extended for a particular context via plug-ins. A plug-in can include discipline and/
or policy -specific information like metadata terms to check but also can redefine the technical implementa-
tion methods to ensure that a specific metric takes into account repository and/or disciplinary characteristics. 
For example, a potential redefinition may focus on the way data and metadata in a particular data service are 
accessed or let the data service administrators calibrate the weights of every single indicator or metrics consider-
ing the nature/context of the service. This flexibility helps get an overall and meaningful feedback. By default in 
FAIR EVA, the weights are defined according to the level of importance of RDA indicators, that is to say, x2 for 
essential, x1.5 for important and x1 for useful indicators. The final value is obtained from the following formula, 
being Ts total score, Pi number of points of indicator i and W weight of indicator i.

∑
∑

=Ts
PxW

W
( )

(1)
i i

i

RDA Indicator Technical implementation Feedback

RDA-F1-01M
Searches within a predefined list of potential metadata 
terms to identify the metadata (dc.identifier.uri and 
dc.identifier.doi) if any information is available.

All items deposited in DIGITAL.CSIC are granted a handle 
by default. This PID is packaged in dc.identifier.uri. DOI is 
minted by DIGITAL.CSIC for all datasets that do not have a 
DOI already, if your dataset has not been given one, please 
contact DIGITAL.CSIC Technical Office

RDA-F1-01D
Searches within a predefined list of potential metadata 
terms (dc.identifier.uri, dc.identifier.doi and dc.relation.
publisherversion) to identify the data if any information 
is available.

If the DOI/Handle has not been generated, contact 
repository administrators. If the digital object had another 
DOI/PID before deposit on DIGITAL.CSIC, add the 
dc.relation.publisherversion in metadata registry to point 
the external site where the data files are hosted.

RDA-A1-02M Looks for the metadata terms in HTML in order to know if 
they can be accessed manually

If metadata are not available through the landing page of 
the digital object, please report to DIGITAL.CSIC.

RDA-A1-02D

Checks the presence of an access metadata term. In 
DIGITAL.CSIC this information is packaged in dc.rights. 
The metadata element dc.description is also used to 
provide extra information whenever data are not accessible 
on DIGITAL.CSIC.

If data files are not available open access in DIGITAL.
CSIC or any other site please indicate how they could 
be requested as a private copy in the metadata element 
dc.description. Please provide with any other relevant 
information to facilitate access.

RDA-I1-02M Checks, via OAI-PMH, if the metadata can be retrieved in 
a format like RDF OAI-PMH supports RDF

RDA-R1-01M
Depending on the metadata schema used, checks that at 
least the mandatory terms are filled (75%) and the number 
of terms are high (25%)

It is good practice to describe digital objects as richly 
as possible to ease reuse. Please check DIGITAL.CSIC 
guide for full details and pick up the template of the 
resource type you are describing to make sure that you 
follow all DIGITAL.CSIC metadata and supporting files 
recommendations.

RDA-R1.1-01 M
Checks if the license information is available in any 
format. In DIGITAL.CSIC this information is packaged in 
dc.rights.license

Don’t forget to include the standard usage license of the 
digital object in the dc.rights.license metadata. It is highly 
recommended to insert it in an URL format. The following 
tool (https://ufal.github.io/public-license-selector/) helps 
identify the most appropriate standard license for datasets 
and software.

Table 2. Snapshot of the Template of technical implementation and user feedback created for DIGITAL.CSIC 
plug-in.
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As a real test runs, feedback is provided whenever the score of a given indicator does not reach 100%. 
Feedback distinguishes between technological errors that refer to repository administrators and metadata 
incompleteness where data creators are encouraged to provide a richer description and/or manage data files 
according to the repository policies and recommendations. However the tool has been built having research 
data in mind as the primary focus, it is also being promoted to assess the FAIRness degree of any other type of 
research output.

FaIR EVa architecture. The approach adopted to address metrics performance aims to be modular, 
dynamic and customized. This means that the service includes two basic layers developed in Python: the back-end 
implements and performs all the tests defined and the front-end layer allows the user to access and execute the 
tests in a web interface or an Application Programming Interface (see Fig. 3). To make the application easily scal-
able, any component is configured as a service and packaged in a Docker image.

Front-end and API. The upper layer in the architecture, which connects to the user, is a web application as 
well as an API that calls the proper methods to perform the metrics. The web interface is based on Flask Python 
library42 that renders a set of templates to let the user manage the configuration of the test. The application 
receives the identifier of the resource to be checked in terms of FAIRness and selects the proper repository or 
data service to ask for. It can be also configured to work with just one specific data service. To make the system 
reliable and robust, the web application calls transparently and directly the API, which is defined and devel-
oped in a standard way thanks to OpenAPI specification43. The available indicators, methods, accepted requests 
and provided outputs are defined in a YAML file (fair-api.yaml). The default version includes all the indicators 
proposed by the RDA, but they can be extended to implement new specifications. The YAML file defines also 
how the API needs to be called and what information can be included in the response. In this case, the indica-
tor methods provide a JSON block including the name of the indicator request, a percentage about how well 
this indicator has been addressed and a feedback message including information about how this metric can be 
improved by the user. All this information can be adapted and customized by the repository administrator, in 
order to provide concrete feedback information and guidance. Furthermore, within the YAML different attrib-
utes can be configured, like the weight or importance of the specific metric to be adapted to the repository or the 
discipline needs. This is important since the user received an overall result of how well the FAIR Principles are 
addressing the specific repository criteria. Thanks to this hybrid approach web interface and API integration, the 
system can support users manually but also machine-actionable features to automatize and scale the requests.

Back-end. The application back-end implements all the indicators/metrics defined in the YAML file from the 
Front-end. It takes advantage of the Python inheritance features, which allows creating a Class including attrib-
utes and methods that can be extended in child Classes. The system adopts a “Plug-in” approach, so for each 
set of indicators, a new class implementing the metrics is defined. This parent class generically implements the 
different tests, capable to be executed but without taking into account repository-specific characteristics. To 
provide more details, a new Plug-in for a concrete repository can be created, which will be a child Class from the 
parent one. This child Class extends the set of attributes and methods, which can be re-implemented or extended 
or even keep the original actions if no new definition is needed. An example plug-in is included in the code 
repository to help developers to create a new one. Since Python allows multiple inheritances, a single repository 
plug-in can extend multiple indicators classes, that can be easily concrete. For example, the RDA indicators are 
defined in the Front-End YAML file, which is implemented generically in an RDA Class. This class is extended 
in a child Class called DigitalCSIC, which has the same attributes and methods as the parent one. Some of the 

Fig. 3 FAIR EVA Architecture.
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methods are redefined in order to specify how the RDA indicators need to be executed specifically on DIGITAL.
CSIC institutional repository. The flow that executes this Plug-in can be found in Fig. 4.

Workflow for managers. FAIR EVA acts as a stand-alone service connected to the data repository or ser-
vice. All documentation related to its operation can be found in the code repository44 and the workflow for the 
deployment is described in Fig. 5. FAIR EVA can be deployed using the “start.sh” executable or through the 
deployment of an available Docker image. Once the service is active, the repository manager must connect it to 
their system. To do this, the generic OAI-PMH based plug-in can be used or a customized one can be developed. 
In the case of DIGITAL.CSIC, a specific connection plug-in has been developed. Each plug-in defines the way 
in which data and metadata are accessed and inherits or extends each of the indicator-based tests, which can be 
redefined. Once the plug-in is successfully connected, in the specific section of the configuration file “config.ini” 
of the plug-in used, it is specified which metadata terms are parsed. For example, the configuration item “iden-
tifier_term” indicates which metadata terms may contain the identifier of the digital object. Finally, the weights 
for each of the flags can be redefined in the configuration file “fair-api.yaml”, which by default respect the value of 
the RDA flags. Furthermore, the feedback provided for the data producers can be customized under the “transla-
tions” folder. Every RDA indicator is identified by its code (e.g. “rda_i3_03m”) and the feedback provided for the 
user can be edited in the proper config line (e.g. “rda_i3_03m.tips”) in different languages. In order to evaluate 
a number of digital objects, different FAIR EVA API requests can be programmed automatically. A snapshot of 
FAIR EVA homepage can be found in Figure 6.

Fig. 4 DIGITAL.CSIC Plug-in - Flow description.

Fig. 5 Workflow for deploy and config a FAIR EVA instance.
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Workflow for users. Once the FAIR EVA web service is deployed and configured with a connection to a 
repository, users can evaluate their deposited digital objects. The user can access the endpoint of the service and 
simply insert the identifier (either DOI or Handle in the case of FAIR EVA plug-in for DIGITAL.CSIC) of the dig-
ital object to be evaluated. The tool then accesses the metadata of the digital object and, if any, associated data files 
via DSpace API and directly from the record page in the repository infrastructure and an automated assessment 
is generated within few seconds.

After running the analysis, the user is taken to the evaluation page, where she receives a multilevel assessment 
of the FAIR level of her digital object, with metrics for each test (Fig. 7). The assessment generates an overall 
score in percentage format, and immediately below the user can see the overall score as distributed across each of 
the 4 sets of indicators (grouped by Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable). Each group of indicators 
gives the user the possibility of accessing more granular assessment for every single RDA indicator taken into 
account to estimate the overall score for its group. Thus, for each test, a drop-down menu shows information 
for every single RDA indicator, namely, its name; the “Indicator Level” (Essential, Important, Useful), which is 
connected to its specific score weight; the indicator description according to RDA (“Indicator Assessment”); the 
specific technical implementation in the plug-in (“Technical Implementation”); outcome of the test execution at 
technical level (“Technical feedback”), and recommendations for improving FAIRness (“Tips”). An example of 
the structure of the assessment reports can be seen in the below (Fig. 7). In addition, the user can export the full 
assessment report in PDF format for her own convenience.

The full assessment report provides with rich information that is useful for repository administrators, data 
creators and data depositors. Repository administrators obtain a full picture on how every single RDA indicator 
scores in the infrastructure as well as details on the FAIRness degree of specific datasets. The assessment sections 
about technical feedback and tips are particularly useful for users willing to improve the score of their digital 
object (Figure 8). Further, in an attempt to make all this information more understandable for users and encour-
age action, the repository team has created a support web45 with practical information about the metadata that 
have not scored well enough in the test and how to best use them in the repository. This support web includes 
explanations for every single metadata used in the repository and taken into account by FAIR EVA as well as 
good practice examples and links to the repository user guides. The set of tips for DIGITAL.CSIC can be found 
in the code repository44 and the below figure is an example of how the assessment section “Tips” assessment 
section redirects the user to the support web.

In parallel, in order to raise awareness about this new repository service and promote usage, a FAIR EVA 
icon has been painted in all datasets pages on the repository that redirects users to the main page of FAIR EVA 
web service (Figure 9). Repository team started to promote this new service actively amongst institutional data 
creators and librarians last Fall, through hands-on training and one-to-one support. Preliminary feedback from 
users (e.g. data creators, data librarians and other technical staff in the institution) has been overall positive, 
with growing cases whereby assessed datasets have been improved after running a test. In addition, the repos-
itory team has also started to run dedicated training on the tool on demand so that data creators and support 
staff such as librarians fully understand all possible actions thereafter such as planning systematic reviews of 
selected dataset collections on the repository or including the assessment reports in deliverables to funders.  
As a result, more and more researchers include a reference to FAIR EVA tool in their data management plans as 
a new institutional service to help them secure good levels of FAIRness in their datasets and some researchers 
have attached the resulting FAIR EVA assessment report to their project’s reporting deliverables. As mentioned 

Fig. 6 Homepage of the web service https://fair.csic.es/es .
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before, the repository team is already working on technological improvements in the infrastructure to better 
align with some indicators which fall under their scope, in particular enabling Signposting and ResourceSync 
in the repository’s infrastructure and integrating look up services of a selection of controlled vocabularies into 
the repository submission web form. Last but not the least, repository’s administrators enabled Matomo in FAIR 
EVA pages in Spring 2023 to monitor usage statistics. In total thus far, FAIR EVA pages have accumulated 483 
single page visits (reporting period April 1st to October 10, 2023).

Fig. 7 Look and feel of the overall assessment of the dataset at https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/211284 .
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Results
After developing the service and the generic plug-in, a specific implementation has been done for DIGITAL.
CSIC. As a multidisciplinary repository, it hosts datasets from different scientific domains with varying degrees 
of compliance with FAIR principles.

Before running the tests, we had two assumptions: on the one hand, the first 2 sets of FAIR RDA indicators 
(those regarding findability and accessibility) mostly deal with basic technical specifications to support that 
hosted contents can be discovered, located and accessed on the web: thus, the responsibility to build a public 
repository where data collections can be found; enable standard metadata schemes to describe the data; allow for 
human and machine readability of contents; assign persistent identifiers to data and metadata; elaborate contin-
gency plans so that metadata will remain accessible in the long term even if dataset files are not and implement 
other standard web communication protocols lies on a group of professionals that are not the data creators. On 
the other hand, however the following 2 sets of FAIR indicators (those regarding interoperability and reusability) 
still include technical considerations that fall under the repository’s administrators’ agenda (e.g. integration of 
standard vocabularies and/or ontologies, interoperability with other open infrastructures, mappings with other 
metadata schemes, etc.) other aspects do greatly depend on the granularity of the descriptions of the research 
data. It is in this latter set of aspects where the contribution of data creators may be the greatest as it is often 
the case that however the infrastructure of data repositories provide standard metadata forms and controlled 
vocabularies and recommendations to manage research data interoperability and reusability principles are not 
always completely maximized due to poor metadata description and lack of supporting documentation provided 
by data creators.

Our pilot assessments have shed light on the above mentioned assumptions and seem to support the prin-
ciple that while a given repository should always fare the same as far as infrastructure-related indicators are 
concerned, variance can be found regarding metadata and data conformity. Such variance can be explained for 
a host of reasons, including lack of sufficient awareness amongst data creators about the importance of meta-
data to meet the FAIR Principles; absence of community/standard ontologies in a given discipline; or unknown 
information about the context of the resource being described. It is also important to consider whether the 
resource being described in the repository is part of a community-driven effort whereby a consensus has been 
agreed amongst all data creators and stewards and also whether data creators have made use of the support 
services provided by the repository staff or, on the contrary, the self-archiving route has been chosen for data 
deposit and publication. This latter consideration is linked to repository deposit policy that states mandatory 
and recommended metadata elements and qualifiers as well as quality check processes in place. In this sense, 
DIGITAL.CSIC metadata guidelines state a small number of mandatory metadata and permit researchers to 
complete a full deposit as long as such mandatory fields are covered. However, training and support services are 
made available for data creators to understand the importance of rich descriptions and implications as regards 
licenses and formats choice, for instance.

In this paper, by way of illustration, we are showcasing 2 completely different examples of datasets and how 
they score in FAIR EVA. Note that DIGITAL.CSIC plugin can work in two different modes: one using the API 
and one directly connected to the repository database. This means that some of the tests may fail due to the 
unavailability of some technical features for a certain period of time, which will be reflected in the final score. 
The tests performed in this example were carried out using the API mode. The first one (10261/244749 dataset)46 
is authored by a group of CSIC researchers that are participating in the Heritage Sciences ERIHs community47 
within EOSC infrastructure. In this effort, DIGITAL.CSIC administrators have been brought into the conversa-
tion to agree on a descriptive model template that at the same time meets the repository policies and the needs 
and goals of the research community. On the other extreme of the ladder, we may find poorly described objects 
that pass the thresholds per indicators with rather low scores, most notably those referred to findability and 

Fig. 8 Snapshot of the assessment of one RDA indicator in a real example and how the Tips provided lead users 
to the support web site.
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interoperability. This is the case of the Biodiversity dataset entitled “Informed recruitment or the importance 
of taking stock” (10261/172425 dataset)48 which limits itself to the minimum metadata requested by DIGITAL.
CSIC to finalize a submission, namely, author, title, date of publication, output type, data identifier, access status 
and language: however basic metadata are provided to support access, use and citation it is unlikely that the data 
are meaningful enough for users unless additional context is provided via author contact.

The results of the first dataset (10261/244749) are shown in Fig. 10. Taking into account the described Eq. 1, 
this item has obtained a score of 99.26%, this is a good example of how a dataset can address the FAIR Principles. 
It includes a set of good practices of data management from the data producer point of view, including a unique 
and universal persistent identifier for the data, rich enough as well as qualified metadata, controlled vocabularies 
from the discipline involved (Getty Art and Architecture and UNESCO Vocabularies), relationships between 
the digital object and other contextual items or information, the presence of several types of unique identifiers 
(e.g. Wikidata) connected to searchable related resources etcetera. This set of characteristics are evaluated and 
validated with the test implementing the FAIR indicators in FAIR EVA, and it returns good results not only at 
generic or repository-dependent indicators but also for those relying on data producer practices.

The results of the second dataset (10261/172425) are shown in Fig. 11. Taking into account the described 
Eq. 1, the score of 72.06% seems to indicate that the digital object is not a bad example. However, it relies mostly 
on the indicators derived from the repository infrastructure, which is supporting most of the FAIR character-
istics by default. The dataset does not include any reference to other resources, nor use any controlled vocabu-
lary to describe univocally some characteristics and it does not include rich enough qualified metadata, either. 
Although the difference is significant between both datasets, it does not fairly reflect the real gap in data quality 
and maturity. This is derived from the concept of the RDA indicators, which assigns more importance to some 
characteristics dependent on the repository that hosts the data.

Analyzing in detail the results from the two tests showcased, an important characteristic for the RDA FAIR 
indicators and their technical implementation is revealed. Indeed, while some of the indicators largely depend 
on the data producer to be passed, some others trust repository features to be fulfilled. On one hand, Fig. 13 
exposes a set of indicators that are based on how the repository works and which features are included in its 
technical infrastructure. This differentiation can help FAIR EVA users focus on those aspects that are within 
their reach for improvement, thus avoiding undue penalizations and unmeaningful feedback for users (see 
Fig. 12).

Fig. 9 Look and feel of a dataset record page at DIGITAL.CSIC promoting the usage of FAIR EVA tool https://
digital.csic.es/handle/10261/153984 .
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Discussion
Although providing different weights to the level of importance of every single indicator (Essential, Important, 
Useful) is a good approach to emphasize some of the tests, some of them can be found repetitive, scoring more 
points for similar or almost equal checks. Also, as Table 3 shows, the distribution of Essential, Important and 
Useful indicators is somehow unbalanced, with the greatest share of Essential indicators under F and A (7 and 8, 
respectively), while one finds 7 such indicators under I and just 5 under R. This distribution has a clear influence 
on the assessment outcomes, and in a way one may argue that the ultimate goal of FAIR (that of maximize the 
reuse of data) gets compromised. For example, within the list of Findable indicators, five of them (RDA-F1.01 M, 
RDA-F1.01D, RDA-F1.02 M, RDA-F1.02D and RDA-F3.01 M) are tagged as “Essential” and are related to the 
presence of Persistent Identifiers, so it impacts significantly on the final score in an oversized way. Furthermore, 
most of the “Essential” indicators are defined in F and A, which are those more closely related to the repository 
infrastructure (see Fig. 13). Therefore, depending on the data service, these tests will pass even if the user does 
not provide especially rich metadata or proper data, which also impact directly on the final score with significant 
weight.

During the development of FAIR EVA and working in a rapidly changing context related to the evolution of 
the implementation and compliance assessment of FAIR Principles, different challenges have been detected and 
some problems solved. Research communities and institutions manage their data in very diverse environments 
and contexts, and the adoption of the FAIR Principles is not always easy and fluent. In this regard, some reflec-
tions on the practical implementation of FAIR Principles and RDA recommendations can be shared.

Multidisciplinary data repositories do present specific characteristics derived from their nature, mission, 
operational framework and wide spectrum of users. Indeed, it is important to understand and take the char-
acteristics of the different data services into account. Institutional repositories community backs in a tradition 
of common guidelines and good practices that have favoured broad and early adoption of standards in digital 
object management, most notably by supporting features and services that enable discoverability, findability, 

Fig. 10 Evaluation of object 10261/244749.

Fig. 11 Evaluation of object 10261/172425.
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access and interoperability. Mechanisms for adapting the FAIR assessment tools need to be enabled to adapt 
to different scenarios. In this context, the FAIR EVA tool can be adapted in such a way, by taking into account 
before running FAIR tests what metadata schema/s, controlled vocabularies/ontologies, default and optional 
properties and repository services/policies are made available to the user in a specific data infrastructure. 
Otherwise, it is of little use to both data producers and repository administrators to make use of FAIR assess-
ment tools whose technical implementation is designed a priori to assess against certain metadata schemas, 
ontologies, protocols and community standards only, thus excluding other valid and widely used standards by 
the community alongside other valid ways to check compliance and access data (for instance, the protocol being 
used to access (meta)data automatically).

FAIR EVA can be adapted to the objectives set by a given repository or data service as the goal of the tool is 
to make useful assessments that open the door to practical improvements. For example, in the case of DIGITAL.
CSIC, based on the RDA proposal, the “Indicator Level” can be Essential (x2), Important (x1.5) or Useful (x1). This 
is maintained both in the score obtained in each of the FAIR indicator groups and in the final score. To respect the 
customisation and adaptation feature, each plug-in can inherit or re-implement each test and a technical descrip-
tion is included in “Technical Implementation”, while “Technical feedback” includes details of the test execution, 
incorporating information on the criteria set by each plug-in (e.g. metadata terms checked). Finally, one of the 
most important objectives of FAIR EVA is the ability to advise. The “Tips” section of the output includes infor-
mation on how to improve each indicator, including links or references to documentation and learning materials.

Although the FAIR Principles are usually focused on data producers, research funding and research per-
forming organizations, other stakeholders and actors deserve to play a more prominent role. First and foremost, 
repository software developers need to be brought into the conversation: first, open access repositories date back 
to the early 2000s (DSpace@MIT repository dates back to 2002) and the technological agenda of repository 
open source software tend to be community-driven. For several years, most focus and attention in the Open 
Access movement was heavily placed on publications and as a result, technological roadmaps were designed 

Fig. 13 Metrics of repository-related indicators.

Fig. 12 Metrics of metadata-related indicators.

Essential (x2) Important (x1.5) Useful (x1)

F indicators 7 0 0

A indicators 8 3 1

I indicators 0 7 5

R indicators 5 4 1

Table 3. Distribution of priority types of RDA FAIR Indicators.
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accordingly. However, there has been growing calls for next-generation repositories from the repository com-
munity itself for a while now (COAR Next generation working group). These new features include emerging 
protocols and technologies such as Signposting, ResourceSync, linked data integration, enhanced API REST 
capabilities, etcetera. They have only been made available in most recent software versions, which are still not 
broadly implemented within the community for many reasons, including intensive time and labour consuming 
and technically challenging migration processes as well as often lack of sufficient resources.

Complete and quicker integration of the latest developments in repository software through modular, scal-
able and flexible architectures will facilitate the broad adoption of FAIR Principles and their automatic assess-
ment. Along these lines, it is noteworthy mentioning the outcomes of DSpace Visioning Group published at the 
end of 202149 as clearly emphasize that “Future DSpace developments should be designed in ways that allow 
for easy integration with new and future tools or services in those areas most relevant to the community. In 
this respect, the development direction that DSpace is taking with its new API, together with incorporating 
features that support next-generation repository behaviours, can be a big step forward in supporting a wider 
range of integrations“ and explicitly envisages “a future where DSpace will become certification-ready,” with 
“validation-ready” software solution for endorsed initiatives (e.g. certificates such as the CoreTrustSeal, meta-
data standards such as OpenAIRE and DataCite, or guiding principles such as the FAIR Data Principles and the 
TRUST Principles for digital repositories). This said, the agendas and work in progress of broadly used reposi-
tory software need to be somehow represented in FAIR assessment tools to contribute to the global efforts for a 
FAIR ecosystem meaningfully.

If scientific communities want FAIR to become a full reality, it is clear that different scopes, contexts, services 
and research disciplines need to be taken into account. Starting from a set of generic indicators like the RDA 
ones, some interpretations and adaptations need to be done. FAIR EVA and its plug-in-based architecture allow 
the mechanisms to work with any data service with the minimum accessibility features.

Next steps for FAIR EVA at DIGITAL.CSIC. Semantics for transparency. Living in a constantly chang-
ing FAIR environment, the assessment tools need to have a considerable degree of flexibility and adaptability, as 
well as enabling mechanisms to allow comparing. Apart from using same and compatible mechanisms to gather 
data and metadata as EOSC FAIR metrics Task Force suggests, FAIR EVA proposes the definition of the tests 
implementation and its relationships among metrics, indicators and the FAIR principles itself using semantic 
technology. Combining the use of already-existing ontologies defining FAIR Principles50 and creating an ontology 
to define the test implementation, relationships can be detailed using the SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization 
System RDF schema, which indicates different types of relationships among knowledge representations systems. 
The Fig. 14 shows the types of relationships to link the implementation of a specific test, the indicator that it 
implements and the FAIR Principle or sub-principle that it refers to. Thanks to semantic technologies, FAIR EVA 
is ready for adopting any governance model or tracking changing criteria in research communities, as well as 
comparing plugins implementations. The ontology is available on the code repository.

Since RDA indicators are not published as semantic data officially yet, a temporary semantic description has 
been included in the FAIR EVA repository. It combines the description of the implemented metrics and their 
relationship with the indicators, which are also linked with the available FAIR vocabulary. Knowing the type 
of relationships among metrics implementation, indicators and the FAIR Principles themselves is essential to 
determine if different tools’ outputs are not comparable.

Given the previous analysis, some potential improvements have been identified and some developments can 
be adapted both from the repository and the FAIR EVA sides:

•	 Enhance technical implementation of indicators more closely related to interoperability and reusability. In 
particular, by checking the existence of recommended practices to allow for replication/reproducibility of 
datasets as well as including new controlled vocabularies and ontologies into the scoring system as DIGITAL.
CSIC enriches its semantic capabilities.

Fig. 14 Knowledge representation of test implementation and relationships with indicators and principles.
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•	 Factor preservation and web accessibility considerations around metadata and files.
•	 Add new useful resources and tailor feedback for data producers/depositors depending on their discipline 

profile as well as additional recommendations for repository administrators. A first step in this direction, in 
order to provide data creators practical support around metadata guidelines on DIGITAL.CSIC, is the dedi-
cated web page released in the Fall 202251.

We are also monitoring ongoing efforts led by several metadata related communities working to enhance 
interoperability amongst existing metadata schemas and advance new developments (for instance, by facilitating 
direct machine access to data files) to better align with FAIR Principles. In this regard, it is noteworthy to men-
tion RDA Research Metadata Schemas Working Group that has collected and aligned crosswalks from 15 source 
research metadata schemas to Schema.org that can serve as a reference for data repositories when they develop 
their metadata crosswalks52 as well as DDI-CDI metadata specification which is a model-driven, domain- and 
technology-neutral solution designed to facilitate the combination of data from diverse sources and across dis-
ciplines and possible use cases within EOSC framework53.

Data availability
No new data was generated in this work.

Code availability
The FAIR EVA source code developed in Python is fully open access (https://github.com/IFCA-Advanced-
Computing/FAIR_eva), a running instance can be found in fair.csic.es and in full detail at DIGITAL.CSIC54 
[https://doi.org/10.20350/digitalCSIC/14559].
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